BC Greenhouse Builders Publishes New Foundation Guide for Future Hobby
Greenhouse Gardeners
Gardeners who yearn for a controlled environment and their own hobby greenhouse are
frequently challenged by setting a plan for a greenhouse foundation. BC Greenhouse Builders,
a leading North American custom greenhouse manufacturer, provides great tips on things to
consider before you break ground from permits, to power requirements and what to do with
that sloped yard.
Surrey, B.C. (PRWEB) April 25, 2013 -- BC Greenhouse Builders, leading North American custom greenhouse
manufacturer of hobby, commercial and estate greenhouses announced today that it will be publishing a new ebook called The Essential Guide to Greenhouse Foundations. Gardeners who yearn for a controlled
environment and their own hobby greenhouse are frequently challenged by setting a plan for a greenhouse
foundation.
“It’s important to think about greenhouses as typical outbuildings and plan for them accordingly,” says Angela
Drake Marketing Director from BC Greenhouses. “Over the last 60 years, we have collectively noticed that the
gardener is stymied by setting a plan for a foundation. This new book offers guidance, how-to’s and support
around that process.”
Available in May 2013, The Essential Guide to Greenhouse Foundations will provide answers to questions
about wood foundations vs. concrete foundations, what to do with that sloped yard, and the top seven questions
every gardener should ask themselves before they break ground.
“When it comes to buying a greenhouse, we understand it is not an impulse purchase,” says Drake. “This book
will be a great tool for gardener’s who are starting to dream about a controlled environment and buying a
greenhouse.”
Other topics will include price considerations for foundations, greenhouse flooring options and advice on
heating, plumbing and electrical. At almost 40 pages, this e-book is the first of its kind in the greenhouse
manufacturing industry and is available for free download at www.bcgreenhouses.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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